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The Protoball Interview:  David Block  

Protoball:   I understand that, before focusing on where modern ballplaying came from, you 

made your living as a computer analyst.  How did you end up writing a book on the origins 

of base ball? 

David Block:  The book came about almost 

by accident. It was an unexpected by-

product of my decades-old interest in 

collecting baseball memorabilia. My 

collecting tastes eventually tilted towards 

printed works and ephemera from the 19th-

century. After having had the good fortune 

to take an early retirement, I embarked on 

a small project related to my hobby. My 

objective was to compile a bibliography 

covering the type of early baseball-related 

books in my collection, as these books that 

had not been included in any of the existing 

baseball bibliographies. As I moved forward with this modest undertaking, it occurred to 

me that I should write an introduction to the bibliography that spelled out a brief history of 

how baseball began. My cursory investigation into the subject revealed that, even beyond 

the Doubleday Myth, much of what had been written about baseball's origins was based 

upon unproven assertions. This piqued my curiosity, and ultimately what began as a 

bibliographic introduction turned into a full-blown book. 

Protoball:  The book, Baseball Before We Knew It, won SABR’s Seymour Award for 2006 as 

the best book on baseball history or biography. Did you feel a bit isolated as you did your 

research on it? Compared to today, there hadn’t been a lot of famous work on origins for a 

long while. 

David Block: While this field has never attracted many researchers or historians, I was far 

from alone when I entered it. Tom Altherr, a history professor and SABR member in 

Colorado, had already made some significant progress uncovering evidence of early baseball 
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in North America. And several members of the SABR chapter in the United Kingdom had 

begun exploring and writing about early baseball and related games in England. Today the 

picture is a little different, and I am a bit disappointed by it.  In no way am I minimizing 

the importance of the considerable research currently being pursued by a number of 

members of SABR's Origins Committee. However, their efforts are heavily focused on the 

mid-19th-century era of amateur baseball clubs. By contrast, with the notable exception of 

steadfast Tom Altherr, no other researchers working today that I know of are prioritizing 

the years before then, before the rise of organized ball, which is the time period that most 

interests me. So, to answer your question, in some ways I feel a bit more isolated now than I 

did when I first began tinkering in this area of study. 

Protoball:  Good point: relatively few recent entries in the Protoball Chronology are for 

years prior to 1850, and a good fraction of those are Tom’s.  Could it be that US diggers 

think that you and Tom have already found everything of value? 

David Block: No, I suspect there are two principal reasons why few baseball researchers 

study the earlier era. For one, the nature of the game in those earlier years may not hold as 

much interest to them. There were no standardized rules, no organized teams, and certainly 

no identified players. I believe most 19th-century aficionados regard the proto-baseball era 

as a quaint prelim to the meatier developments of the 1840's and onward.  

Secondly, I think research time spent in the earlier era yields less bang for the buck. It is 

harder to dig out new evidence of baseball from the early 19th century, or late 18th century, 

because there is less of it to find, and because there are fewer sources to probe. In regard to 

early baseball clues in North America, much of what may still remain undiscovered is 

probably buried in hand-written documents, such as letters, diaries and the like. Searching 

through those requires great amounts of time, patience and dedication, and Tom Altherr is 

the only one I know of who has made that type of commitment. 

Protoball:  What are you working on now? 

(The David Block interview concludes on Page 9.) 

 

Digger Updates 

John Zinn is working on a manuscript telling the early history of base ball in New Jersey. 

He has examined 47 newspapers’ coverage of base ball club activities from 1855 to 1860, a 

period when only five NJ cities had daily papers.  John has made major contributions to the 
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SABR “Spread of Base Ball” project and to MLB’s Thorn Committee on Origins, which has 

stimulated new digging on the early spread of the game. 

 

John reports that both Newark and Jersey City grew clubs that were mentioned at least 

once during this six-year span.   The most active base ball counties in the state were Hudson 

County (which includes both Jersey City and Hoboken) and Essex County, the two counties 

closest to Elysian Fields.  

 

 

“Not Likely to Flourish,” appearing in Base Ball, volume 6, number 2 (Fall 2012), pp. 22 ff, 

is Bob Tholkes’  survey of the New York game for the 1862 base ball season.  The season 

began with the sadly mistaken conjecture that the Civil War would end soon enough to save 

the ballplaying season.  Still, 1862 saw William Cammeyer’s historic opening of the enclosed 

ballfield at the Union Grounds, the June visit of Philadelphia clubs to New Jersey, 

Brooklyn and games with three NYC clubs at Elysian Fields, and the October death of 

Excelsior Club great Jim Creighton. 

 

 

Deb Shattuck is at work on her book-length dissertation, Bloomer Girls: Women Baseball 

Pioneers.  She has upcoming talks on women and early base ball in Cleveland, in Madison 

County, New York, and in St. Louis this year. 

 

 

A new voice in Origins research, Mark Brunke  last year volunteered to coordinate an effort 

within SABR’s Pacific Northwest chapter to fill in an almost completely blank map of the 

first modern games in that area.  “What I like about baseball history is how it fits into 

American history, and how it illuminates and questions the past,” he explains.  Mark, who 

works in Human Resources  and has pursued painting, music, and filmmaking as well as 

baseball, is presently putting together a history of pre-professional base ball in the Seattle 

area.   

 

Mark’s January comprehensive presentation to the Pac Northwest chapter on findings to 

date is found at: http://protoball.org/The_Spread_of_Base_Ball_in_the_Pacific_Northwest.   

 

http://protoball.org/The_Spread_of_Base_Ball_in_the_Pacific_Northwest
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An April conference in Newbury MA on early base ball is being organized by Digger Brian 

Sheehy.  Players from the expanding number of VBB clubs in eastern New England will 

comprise a good share of conference attendees. 

 

 

Swinging Away (Marylebon Cricket Club and Scala Press, 2010) is curator Beth Hise’s  new 

book on her exhibitions on base ball and cricket at Lord’s and at the Baseball Hall of Fame.  

Besides writing two essays on cricket in the United States for the recent Origins Issue  of 

Base Ball, Beth has  contributed a paper on the English response to exhibition base ball 

games in England in the early 1900s. 

 

 

Howard Burman  has  been trying to figure out the game of Irish Rounders.  The game’s 

players  see it as unrelated to English rounders, and possibly as  a predecessor to American 

base ball.  Having visited Ireland and gotten to know officials of the Gaelic Athletic 

Association, his report on the game is imminent, and will be posted to the Protoball site. 

In addition to his contributions to the stellar Base Ball Pioneers volumes (McFarland), Greg 

Perkins wrote articles on base ball, town ball, and cricket for The Northern Kentucky 

Encyclopedia (U of Kentucky, 2009).  Greg is weighing the idea of writing an account of 

early pro base ball in Cincinnati and northern Kentucky. 

 

 

Monica Nucciarone  is following up on her authoritative book on Alexander Cartwright, has 

contributed to a forthcoming documentary about 19C baseball in Hawaii, and is writing her 

second book, on Cartwright’s daughter-in-law, Princess Theresa.  

 

 

St. Louis Digger Jeff Kittel  is at work at, among other things, a history of ballplaying in the 

St. Louis area from the 18th century on.  He runs This Game of Games, a blogsite that you’ll 

really like, at http://thisgameofgames.blogspot.com/, and in his spare time he co-curates the 

Protoball Glossary of Games at http://protoball.org/Glossary_of_Games.    

 

http://thisgameofgames.blogspot.com/
http://protoball.org/Glossary_of_Games
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Tom Altherr Contemplates His Favorite Finds 

Note:  Coloradan Tom Altherr is our prizewinning dean of digging, and has unearthed well over 100 new 

references to early ballplaying in the United States, many of them collected in his prize-winning 2000 essay, 

Leavel Enough to Play Ball, now available online at: 

 http://protoball.org/A_Place_Leavel_Enough_to_Play_Ball.   We asked him to tell us about some of his 

most satisfying finds. 

“As I recall, I did exclaim several choice phrases when I first saw Lt. Henry Dearborn's two 1779 diary 

entries about finding a place "leavel" enough to play ball.  That, for me, was an eye-opener.   But very 

quickly similar Revolutionary War and War of 1812 sources, college, academy, and municipal regulations, 

children's books, and all sorts of autobiographical reminiscences came flooding in, attesting to a widespread 

existence of early baseball-type games.  The joy, if that is the right word, has been in trying to sort them all 

out.  And the whole process of research proved more complex than expected.  Sources that would seem 

automatically ripe for references turned out to have none, but some dull-as-dishwater diary would all of a 

sudden include a nugget.  Moreover, much of what I have researched have been documents, books, sources 

accessible for years,  But whereas other historians may have mined them for material on military, political, 

or economic history, I came looking for what others had dismissed or neglected.  Google, JSTOR, and other 

search engines have been of quite some help, but still many of my discoveries have resulted from chance 

and good old serendipity.  This is why when a student seeking to emulate or build off my research asks 

where to start, I just smile and say, ‘Start digging.’" 

 

New Stuff on the Protoball Website 

The SABRpedia website is about to blink off, and data from over 1,800 very early games –-representing 

“local origins” of baseball in all 50 American states and in 53 foreign nations – is now being transferred to 

the Protoball website.   

The “Spread of Base Ball” data based was built by ace SABR staffer Peter Garver, with some help from 

Larry McCray.  It was significantly expanded in 2012 for the use of the Thorn Committee on Origins 

chaired by John Thorn, thanks to heroic digging by Bruce Allardice, John Liepa, Rick Harris, Rich Arpi, 

and many others.   

Over time these early clubs and early games will be lashed up with the late Craig Waff’s Games Tabulation 

1.0, a compilation of base ball clubs up to 1871, and pre-pro player lists, to comprise Protoball’s new 

PrePro Data Base.  See http://protoball.org/Pre-pro_Baseball for our initial version of this data base. 

http://protoball.org/A_Place_Leavel_Enough_to_Play_Ball
http://protoball.org/Pre-pro_Baseball
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New resources uploaded on the Protoball include: 

 Tom Altherr’s 2000 survey of early American ballplaying references – see 

http://protoball.org/A_Place_Leavel_Enough_to_Play_Ball  

 Mark Brunke’s pathbreaking presentation on early base ball in the Pacific NW – see 

http://protoball.org/The_Spread_of_Base_Ball_in_the_Pacific_Northwest  

 Larry McCray’s primitive registry of very early base ball “championships” – see 

http://protoball.org/Early_Championships  

  

 

 

 

Protoball Search Tip #1 

The new Protoball site gives users two types of searches: “Site Search” and “Enhanced Search.” 

Site Search gives complete, up-to-date, unformatted results. 

Enhanced search gives nightly-updated, formatted results for most of the site but not all of it: the results 

come from various categories of information such as Chronology, Pre-pro Baseball, and Glossary of 

Games entries  Bibliography entries, etc. After running an enhanced search, specific entries can be 

marked as important; the searches, including which entries were marked important, can be saved and 

shared with other diggers. 

-- From Dave Anderson, Protoball.org web-wizard 

Larry’s Most Wanted Data, Item #1; A LingeringDeath for Plugging? 

Protoball Chronology Item 1850s.24 reports that William Wheaton said that the 

plugging of base-runners had been outlawed in the late 1830s in New York.  However, 

Henry Chadwick reported that, nearly two decades later, some base ball clubs in 

Greater New York still retained the practice.  Query: do we have any contemporary 

evidence that plugging was still found in base ball into the 1850s? 

 

http://protoball.org/A_Place_Leavel_Enough_to_Play_Ball
http://protoball.org/The_Spread_of_Base_Ball_in_the_Pacific_Northwest
http://protoball.org/Early_Championships
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Posted to 19CBB . .  . and Culled by Masterculler Bob Tholkes 

[] 1867 Washington Nationals and Civil War era baseball in DC. Frank Ceresi posted a 

request for photos/engravings and any other info readers have about Washington D.C. base 

ball in the late 1860s; he is writing a “book or a very long article". Richard Hershberger 

referred him to the Ball Player's Chronicle and the New York Sunday Mercury, noting that 

Henry Chadwick wrote for both at the time. John Thorn had leads for material on the black 

clubs in D.C. at the time. 

 [] Proto sports bar.  Bob Tholkes posted an ad in the September 7, 1859 New York Herald 

for Richardson & McLeod's restaurant noting its collection of "cricket and base ball books 

and bulletins." John Thorn, John Zinn, Peter Mancuso, and Donald Jensen contributed 

further info on sports-restaurant hookups at the time; John T. broadly suggested someone 

write a book about the general topic of NYC sport culture in the 1800s. Donald agreed 

immediately. 

 [] An 1867 proposal for a European tour. Richard Hershberger posted a note that an 

international tour was proposed at the NABBP meeting of December, 1867. 

 [] The New England Baseballist and the National Chronicle (1868-70). Frank Ceresi inquired 

about a source for this short-lived base ball publication. Joanne Hulbert responded that she 

had photocopied a lot of material from it. Tom Shieber noted that it is available on 

microfilm at the Hall of Fame Library. 

[] Chalk Lines for Basepaths. John Thorn posted a vintage (1960) note by Lee Allen that 

the groundskeeper for the 1869 Red Stockings had originated the marking of basepaths with 

chalk. Bob Tholkes, Richard Hershberger, and Tom Shieber all filed protests, more recent 

research having thoroughly debunked such a claim. John's standing in our group being what 

it is, he was also accused of mischievously posting a red herring. John expressed nostalgia 

for the days when a fact could be "too good to check." 

 [] Old Fashioned Base Ball. John Thorn posted references to base ball in Buffalo and 

Peterboro, NY from 1858-59 sent to him by Randall Brown, including reference to playing 

base ball in Peterboro as early as 1810. Richard Hershberger sent his thoughts on the 

possible rules used for the Buffalo games. 
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 [] Mass Game Oddities. Bob Tholkes posted two unusual occurrences in Massachusetts 

Game matches: a game ending in a 99-99 tie, and an indoor game. 

[] Why batting average rather than slugging percentage? Richard Hershberger posted Henry 

Chadwick's reasons for adopting batting average rather than slugging average in the 1860s, 

and his own reactions. 

 [] The Business of Base Ball. Bob Tholkes posted an inquiry about the effort to incorporate 

clubs in New York City in 1859. Richard Hershberger, Peter Mancuso, and John Thorn 

provided answers. The string of posts morphed into material on the infamous Black Joke 

Club, one of the clubs that applied for incorporation. 

 [] Am I the Last to Know? John Thorn posted the news of the digitalization of the Mears 

Scrapbooks, and provided the link to the Cleveland Public Library Digital Gallery site. 

Peter Mancuso, Ed Achorn, and Richard Hershberger assured John that the answer to his 

question was, No. 

 [] Playing Ball, Petersham, MA 1834. John Thorn posted the link to a painting of base ball 

being played tentatively dated to 1842-1848. 

 [] An Unremarked Chadwick Rules Experiment. John Thorn posted an 1857 suggestion 

that, to encourage fly catching, caught fly balls should be worth more toward putting a side 

out, by varying the number of outs per inning. Richard Hershberger, Bob Tholkes, and 

John discussed the actual source of the suggestion, which it was finally agreed was not 

Chadwick. 

 [] Yet another origins theory. Bob Tholkes posted an 1856 suggestion in Porter's Spirit that 

wicket's origin hearkens back to the Druids. Priscilla Astifan and John Thorn commented 

on wicket's place among bat and ball games. 

 [] Overlooked 19th Century Baseball Legend Election. Posts on 19th Century Committee 

Overlooked Legends Collection morphed into John Zinn's request for Richard Hershberger's 

list of New Jersey Clubs of the 1850s, and Richard's write-ins for the election. 

[] An extended exegesis of balls and strikes, 1864. Richard Hershberger reviewed the 

beginning of one of the most important change processes in the game after 1860: calling ball 

and strikes. Richard also commented on the makeup of the NABBP Rules Committee. Bob 

Tholkes compared the membership of the 1864 committee that drafted the first rules dealing 
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with called balls, and the original committee of 1858. Richard noted that the inconsistency 

with which umpires called balls and strikes indicates a disconnect between the rule makers 

and the players. 

 [] Knicks or Gothams First? John Thorn posted an 1862 New York Express item sent him 

by Randall Brown about whether the Gotham or the Knickerbocker were the first base ball 

club, prefacing it with by mentioning that evidence points to the Gotham as preceding the 

Knicks. Further postings by Richard Hershberger, Bob Tholkes, and Peter Mancuso 

discussed the question, and touched on the soon-to-be-published second volume of Baseball 

Pioneers, which will contain further evidence. 

 [] Now this would hurt!  Richard Hershberger posted an 1868 note in the New York Sunday 

Mercury: a player was injured by a splinter embedded in the ball.  

- - - - 

David Block Interview (Concluded from Page 2) 

David Block:  Since my book was released eight years ago, my research has narrowed to the 

game of English baseball. It was a pastime that never made much of a mark in England, but 

was the very first form of baseball and the immediate ancestor of our American game. For 

years I've been intrigued by this game, and have been beating the bushes in search of new 

evidence about it. I've been somewhat successful at this, and my next challenge is deciding 

how to make the information accessible to others. It is possible that there might be another 

book in the making here, but it is also possible that I will make my findings known through 

some other, as yet to be determined, medium. 

Protoball: You played a prominent part, on screen and off, in Sam Marchiano’s fine 

documentary Base Ball Discovered, which has been shown on the MLB channel and can be 

seen at http://mlb.mlb.com/video/play.jsp?topic_id=7823662 .  That film included the new 

find of diarist William Bray’s one-sentence report of his playing base ball in 1755 just south 

of London, which came to light when the crew was filming (see Protoball entry 1755.3).  

Were you in on that find? 

David Block: Yes, I had the good fortune to play a small role in the serendipitous discovery 

of the William Bray diary. One day in 2007 when the MLB film crew was obtaining footage 

of a rounders match in Sussex, a local BBC television sports reporter showed up as well. As 

part of his coverage he interviewed me on camera, and in my comments I mentioned that 

http://mlb.mlb.com/video/play.jsp?topic_id=7823662
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Jane Austen wrote about baseball nearly 200 years ago. A woman who lived locally 

happened to catch my interview on that evening's news broadcast. She had the diary in her 

possession and recalled that William Bray mentioned baseball in one of his entries written 

many years before Jane Austen. She contacted the BBC station which in turn contacted the 

MLB film crew, and that's how the historic discovery came to light. 

Protoball: How many research trips to England did you make to gather material for the 

book? 

David Block: In fact, I never visited Britain while doing my research for Baseball before We 

Knew It. I carried out all my legwork for the book at American libraries. Once the book was 

completed, however, I undertook a series of follow-up research visits to England. My 

upcoming trip there planned for this spring will be my seventh. 

Protoball:  So internet searches conducted from your den weren’t a major source at that 

stage?  

David Block: When I was researching my book more than a decade ago there were few full-

text digital databases available. However, Worldcat, the centralized electronic library 

catalog of OCLC, was already well developed and provided me immeasurable help in 

locating hard-to-find books and other resources. 

Protoball: What specific new find surprised and pleased you the most in your BBWKI digs? 

David Block: Undoubtedly, my most unexpected and satisfying experience while working on 

BBWKI was discovering the seven-page description of "das Englische base-ball" in the 1796 

German book written by J.C.F. Gutsmuths. Ironically, a decade later my interpretation of 

that discovery has changed and I now believe it reveals less about English baseball than I 

originally thought. My further study of the game has persuaded me that Gutsmuths, 

notwithstanding his use of the term "base-ball," was actually describing a related but 

different game that was then in its infancy, a spin-off of baseball that would shortly 

thereafter become known as rounders. The revealing piece of evidence, one that I didn't 

appreciate a decade ago, was that Gutsmuths described "das Englische base-ball" as having 

been played with a bat. My subsequent examination of 160 references to English baseball, 

all from English sources, strongly suggest that it was not played with a bat, at least not in 

its pure original form. Instead, the striker would hit the ball with her or his bare hand. 

While the Gutsmuths find remains a significant one, I no longer feel completely comfortable 

trumpeting it as "the first rules of baseball." 
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